In this paper, we propose to use pedigrees of any size and any types of relatives in joint high-resolution linkage disequilibrium (LD) and linkage mapping of quantitative trait loci (QTL) by variance component models. Two or multiple markers can be simultaneously used in modeling association with the trait locus, instead of using one marker a time in the analysis. The proposed method can provide a unified result by using two or multiple markers in the modeling. This may avoid the complications of different results obtained from the separate analysis of marker by marker. The models simultaneously incorporate both linkage and LD information. The measures of LD are modeled by mean coefficients, and linkage information is modeled by variance -covariance matrix. Using analytical formulas to calculate the regression coefficients, the genetic effects are shown to be decomposed into additive and dominance components. The noncentrality parameter approximations of test statistics of LD are provided to make power calculations. Power and type I error rates are explored to investigate the merit of the proposed method by both the analytical formulas and simulations. Comparing with the association between-family and association within-family ('AbAw') approach of Fulker and Abecasis et al, it is evident that the method proposed in this article is more powerful. The method is applied to investigate the relation between polymorphisms in the angiotensin 1-converting enzyme (ACE) genes and circulating ACE levels, with a better result than that of the 'AbAw' approach. Moreover, two markers I/D and 4656(CT)3/2 can fully interpret association with the trait locus at a 0.01 significance level, which provides a unique result for the ACE data.
Introduction
To map quantitative trait loci (QTL) of complex diseases, linkage disequilibrium (LD or association) regression analysis using population data can be performed. 1 However, population substructures may affect the results and produce false positives. To remedy this, variance component models are proposed to perform joint LD and linkage mapping of QTL using both population and pedigree data. 2 -12 However, most research limits on models that utilize small nuclear families in research. In principle, the method of George et al 13 can be used to analyze general pedigrees in joint linkage and LD mapping, but the examples of George et al 13 are limited to nuclear families. To our knowledge, Abecasis et al, 3 Göring and Terwillinger, 10 and Martin et al 11 are the only literature that present joint linkage and LD mapping methods using extended multi-generation pedigrees for QTL mapping.
In our previous research of joint linkage and LD mapping (or association study), either nuclear families or sibships were combined with population data to construct variance component models to map QTL for complex diseases. 1, 7, 8 This article generalizes our previous work to extended multigeneration pedigrees of any sizes and any types of relatives. Intuitively, large pedigrees contain more linkage and LD information. Therefore, it is important to develop models that may accommodate any types of data, including population data, sibships, nuclear families and multigeneration large pedigrees for a combined analysis.
The arrangement of the paper is as follows. First, variance component models are constructed based on multigeneration pedigree data following our previous research. The models incorporate both linkage and LD information in a unified analysis. The linkage information is modeled in variance -covariance matrix, while the association parameters are modeled in mean coefficients. Moreover, genetic effects are decomposed into orthogonal summation of additive and dominance effects. Type I error rates are calculated for five test cases to show the robustness of the proposed approach. To explore the effectiveness of the proposed methods, comparison with the association between-family and association within-family ('AbAw') approach of Abecasis and Faulker et al is investigated. 2 -4,9,12 Two pedigrees of Figure 1 in Abecasis et al 3 are
taken as example. The comparison is based on both analytical formulae of noncentrality parameter approximations of test statistics and simulation results, using the same values of parameters of Abecasis et al. 3 The simulation program PEDSIMUL kindly provided by Dr Abecasis is used to generate simulated datasets. As a practical example, the method is applied to investigate the relation between polymorphisms in the angiotensin-1-converting enzyme (ACE) genes and circulating ACE levels.
14,15

Methods
Consider a quantitative trait locus Q which has two alleles Q 1 and Q 2 with allele frequencies q 1 and q 2 , respectively. Assume that two markers A and B are typed in a chromosome region of the trait locus Q. Marker A has two alleles A and a with frequencies P A and P a , respectively. Marker B has two alleles B and b with frequencies P B and P b , respectively. Suppose that the data are composed of I families. Let us list the log-likelihood of the I families by L 1 , y, L I . The overall log-likelihood is L ¼ P i ¼ 1 I L i . In the ith family, let n i be the total number of individuals who are listed as j ¼ 1, 2, y, n i , each individual j is preceded by all his/her ancestors. Let under the assumption of multivariate normality. The notations of the log-likelihood are defined as follows. The mean component X i m is from the following regression equation in a similar way as that of our previous work: 1, 7, 8 
where b is the overall mean, G ij is the polygenic effect, e ij is the error term. Assume that G ij is normal N(0,s G 2 ) , and e ij is normal N(0,s e 2 ), Moreover, G ij and e ij are independent. x Aij ,
x Bij , z Aij and z Bij are dummy variables defined by 
. . .
t is a vector of regression
coefficients. An intuitive rationale of regression (1) 
Denote a measure of LD between trait locus Q and marker A by D AQ ¼ P(AQ 1 )Àq 1 P A , a measure of LD between trait locus Q and marker B by D QB ¼ P(BQ 1 )Àq 1 P B , and a measure of LD between marker A and marker B by D AB ¼ P(AB)ÀP A P B . Let the additive and dominance variance-covariance matrices be
Such as in Appendix B, Fan and Xiong, 1 we can show that the coefficients of regression equation (1) are given by
If only one marker A is used in the analysis, Eq. (3) can be replaced by 
Utilizing the conditional probabilities of Table 1 , the conditional expectation of product of the indicator functions can be calculated and the results are listed in Table 2 . Table 2 , the expectation of product of indicator functions of (4) can be calculated for various types of relative pair. If individuals 1 and 2 are the same person, P(IBD ¼ 2) ¼ 1 and then
where O are 0 matrices. If individuals 1 and 2 are common type of relatives, Appexdix A provides expectations of product of indicator functions (4). From above discussions, it is clear that the linkage is modeled in the variance -covariance matrix, while the association parameters are modeled in the mean coefficients. Hence, the model simultaneously takes linkage and association into account. The individual test of either linkage or association can be performed as follows: compare the full model in which all parameters are estimated and sub-models in which some parameters are fixed as constant.
In practice, one may first test linkage to detect a broad region of a trait locus. That is, the coefficients of a A , a B , d A and d B are fixed to be 0; and test the existence of linkage. In the presence of linkage, the association test can be performed for fine mapping of the QTL. If both additive and dominance variances s ga 2 and s gd 2 are significantly larger than 0, the genetic effects are not equal to 0 (ie, a Q a0 and d Q a0). This implies that a null hypothesis In regression (1), two markers A and B are used in the analysis. If multiple markers are available, one may extend it to fit the data. For example, assume one more marker C is typed. Then regression (1) can be extended to
where x Cij and z Cij are defined accordingly in the same way of (2), and a C and d C are their regression coefficients.
Evidence of association can be tested by likelihood ratio test (LRT) procedure. For instance, let L ad be the loglikelihood under the alternative hypothesis of H AB,ad , and L 0 be the log-likelihood under the null hypothesis H AB,ad . Table 2 Conditional expectation of a relative pair (1, 2) given their allele IBD sharing status Allele IBD sharing status C Conditional probability
P A P B P(aB)+P a P B P(AB) 2 P(AB)P(aB) P(Aa, Bb|C)
4 P a P A P b P B P A P B P(ab)+P A P b P(aB)+P a P B P(Ab)+P a P b P(AB) 2 P(AB)P(ab)+2P(Ab)P(aB) P(Aa, bb|C)
2 P a P A P b
Here G i is genotype of relative i, and C is one event of
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F-tests and noncentrality parameter approximations
For the convenience of explanation, let us consider I families given in graph A or graph B of Figure Figure 1 , an ID is assigned. For the grand parents of graph B, the genotypes are unavailable and so no IDs are assigned. Denote the total trait values y ¼ (y 1 t , y, y I t ) t , the total variance -covariance matrix by S ¼ diag(S 1 , y, S I ), and the model matrix by X ¼ X 1 t , y, X I t ) t . Assume that
Graybill 24 (Chapter 6), the test statistic of a hypothesis
The noncentrality parameter of the test statistic F can be calculated by l ¼ (Hm)
In Appendix B, an approximation of the noncentrality parameter is provided by Let us denote the corresponding F-test statistic by F AB,a . The noncentrality parameter is
Denote the corresponding F-test statistic by F AB,d . The noncentrality parameter is
To test the null hypothesis H AB,ad :
Denote the corresponding F-test statistic by F AB,ad . The noncentrality parameter is l AB,ad ¼ l AB,a þ l AB,d . Assume that only one marker A is used in the analysis. The test statistic of a hypothesis Hm ¼ 0 is noncentral F(q,NÀ3) defined by
The noncentrality parameter is l A;ad % 
.
Type I error rates and power comparison
Before making comparison, let us briefly describe the 'AbAw' method and comments on the difference of the 'AbAw' approach with ours. Such as our proposed method, the random effect parameters (s g 2 , s G 2 and s e 2 ) are modeled in the variance -covariance matrices in the 'AbAw' approach. However, the 'AbAw' approach decomposes the genetic association into effects of between-family members and within-family members. 2 -4,9,12 The effects of between family members and within-family members are modeled in two coefficients b b and b w . This is primarily the difference between the 'AbAw' approach and our method.
Suppose only one marker A is used in the analysis. Ignoring the dominance effect, our model only has one additive coefficient a A but the 'AbAw' still has two regression coefficients b b and b w . Under the assumption of multivariate normality, the 'AbAw' w qtl 2 is defined as the likelihood ratio test of hypothesis b w ¼ 0 against no constraints on the coefficient. In addition, the 'AbAw' approach uses only one marker and it is not clear how to extend the 'AbAw' approach to use more than one markers in analysis. We use two biallelic markers, and it is easy to extend our approach to use multiple biallelic markers in analysis. For sibship data, Fan and Jung 7 compared our method with the 'AbAw' approach and found that our method is advantageous. In the following, we are going to calculate the type I error rates to show the robustness of the proposed approach. Then, we will make power comparison for general extended pedigrees.
Type I error rates
To investigate the robustness of the proposed approach, we calculate type I error rates at a 0.05 significance level for five test cases of Table 3 , which is the same as those of Table 3 .
To calculate the type I error rates, 1000 data sets are simulated for each test case. Each data set contains 50 pedigrees of either graph A or graph B of Figure 1 , respectively. Using the data sets, we fit the following model
and
The null hypothesis is H A,a : a A ¼ 0.
Since the QTL Q is in linkage equilibrium with marker A, an empirical test statistic, which is larger than the cutting point at a 0.05 significance level, is treated as a false positive. Based on either likelihood ratio test or F-test, type I error rates are calculated as the proportions of the 1000 simulation data sets, which give significant result at the 0.05 significant level based on F A,a and likelihood ratio test statistic, respectively.
The results of Table 3 shows that the type I error rates are around the nominal level 0.05. Hence, the model is reasonably robust. For the large three-generation pedigree of Graph B of Figure 1 , the type I error rates are very close to the nominal 0.05 significance level. Hence , the model Table 4 Power (%) of 50 pedigrees (Figure 1) The parameters are given by s ga
, which are the same as those of Table 2 of Abecasis et al. 3 The power of AbAw's w qrl 2 is taken from works well under large sample case, as expected (notice that the total number of individuals N ¼ 550 for the 50 small three-generation pedigrees of Graph A, and N ¼ 900 for the 50 large three-generation pedigrees of Graph B). Moreover, the results of F-test F A,a are very close to those of likelihood ratio test statistic. This is, theoretically, guaranteed under large sample by the property of the two tests (Chapter 6, Graybill 24 ).
Comparison with the 'AbAw' approach Table 4 shows the power of 50 duplicates of pedigree A (and pedigree B) of Figure 1 , respectively, for varying levels of LD between trait locus and marker A at 0.01 significance level. The parameters are exactly the same as those of Abecasis et al. 3 Besides, the power of AbAw's w qtl 2 is taken from Table 2 of Abecasis et al. 3 The power of F A,a is calculated based on the noncentrality parameter approximation l A,a ; the power of F A,a and LRT are calculated as the proportions of 1000 simulation data sets, which give significant result at the 0.01 significance level based on F A,a and likelihood ratio test statistic, respectively. It is obvious from Table 4 that F A,a and likelihood ratio test based on our model have higher power than that of AbAw's w qtl 2 . Since other test statistics in Table 2 the AbAw's w qtl 2 , the method proposed in the current article is advantageous over the AbAw approach. As the type I error rates in Table 3 , the results of F-test F A,a are very close to those of likelihood ratio test statistics.
Power comparison
Let us denote the heritability by h 2 , which is h 2 ¼ s ga 2 /s 2 . It can be seen that F AB,ad , generally has higher power than that of F A,ad , and F AB,a generally has higher power than that of F A,a . Hence, analysis using two markers are advantageous. Owing to the increase of degrees of freedom of test statistics, F AB,ad generally has lower power than that of F AB,a , and F A,ad generally has lower power than that of F A,a . Besides, the power of 
An example
The proposed method is applied to analyze ACE data. 14, 15 The data consist of 83 extended families with between four Variance component linkage analysis shows that additive variances are significantly larger than 0, but dominance variances are not significantly larger than 0. 3 Hence, dominance effects can be excluded from regression equation. The total variance is modeled as s 2 ¼ s ga 2 þ s Ga 2 þ s e 2 , and related variance-covariance structure can be constructed. Table 5 shows LD analysis of the ACE gene by individual marker. To make comparison with the 'AbAw' approach, results of AbAw's lod are taken from Table 4 of Abecasis et al. 3 After fitting the proposed models in this article, lod is calculated by LRT/(2 ln 10), where 
x Aij a A þ G ij þ e ij , and L 0 is the log-likelihood under y ij ¼ b þ G ij þ e ij . The lod scores calculated by the proposed method in this article is generally higher than those of the 'AbAw' approach, which is consistent with the results of Table 4 . Hence, the proposed method is advantageous. Moreover, the results of Table 5 respectively. In Table 5 , the additional linkage effects are presented. The additional linkage lod is calculated
, where L 2 is the log-likelihood Notice that there are 10 individual results in Table 5 , and it is unclear if there is any relation among the models/ markers from results in Table 5 . Using the proposed models, we explore LD analysis based on two or more markers. Table 6 shows LD analysis of the ACE gene by two markers. Regressions are given by:
We first investigate markers I/D and G2350A that show strongest association in individual marker analysis of Table 5 . It turns out that marker I/D is correlated with marker G2350A in the following sense: if A ¼ I/D and B ¼ G2350A, x Aij are x Bij are correlated to each other. This phenomenon motivates us to further investigate the relation of these two markers.
Utilizing data from http://www.well.ox.ac.uk/~mfarrall/ oxhap-freq.html, we calculate the frequency of the four haplotypes of these two markers as follows: P(IA) ¼ 0.478875, P(IG) ¼ 0.002817, P(DG) ¼ 0.515494, P(DA) ¼ 0.002817 (note here A is an allele at marker G2350A). This shows that allele I at marker I/D is almost always present with allele A at marker G2350A, and allele D at marker I/D is almost always present with allele G at marker G2350A. Besides, the measure of LD is 0.246878 between the markers I/D and G2350A. The two markers are almost in complete LD with each other.
Since there are more missing data at marker G2350A than that at marker I/D, we choose I/D as baseline marker A. Six markers, 4656(CT)3/2, T-5491C, A-5466C, T-3892C, A-240T and T-93C, show significant association at a 0.05 significance level, in addition to the association of marker I/D (see the P-value of test H 0 : a B ¼ 0 in Table 6 ). In these six markers, 4656(CT)3/2 shows strongest additional association with LRT ¼ 7.94, lod ¼ 1.72, P-value ¼ 0.005 (Table 6 ). Hence, we choose I/D and 4656(CT)3/2 as markers A and B for the basis of further investigation. Table 7 shows results by one more marker in addition to markers I/D and 4656(CT)3/2. Four markers, T-5491C, A-5466C, T-3892C and A-240 T, show significant association at a 0.05 significance level, in a addition to the association of markers I/D and 4656(CT)3/2 (see the P-value of test H 0 : a C ¼ 0 in Table 7 ). Further investigation shows that there is no significant evidence to analyze the data using more than three markers in the regression equations.
Notice that if the significance level is set at 0.01 instead of 0.05, then only markers I/D and 4656(CT)3/2 are associated with the trait locus ( Table 6 ). The regression, 
can fully interpret association at the 0.01 significance level, which provides a unique result.
Discussion
This article focuses on building models that may utilize extended multi generation large pedigrees for LD mapping of QTL. Based on the same logic developed in our previous work, 7, 8 variance component models are constructed for high resolution joint linkage and LD mapping of QTL. By type I error rate evaluation, it is found that the proposed models have correct type I errors and the methods are robust. The methods proposed are compared with the 'AbAw' approach. It is found that our models have higher power. This is consistent with our previous findings based on sibpair data. 7 Based on power comparison, it is shown that large pedigrees may contain more LD information than small pedigrees. Moreover, the proposed method is applied to ACE data with a better result than that of the 'AbAw' approach. In addition, it is found that markers I/D and 4656(CT)3/2 can fully describe the association with the trait locus at a 99% significance level for the ACE data. This result is very meaningful. For instance, all 10 biallelic markers of ACE data show association with the trait locus. However, it is markers I/D and 4656(CT)3/2 which are really necessary in describing the association at the 99% significance level. Marker G2350A is correlated to marker I/ D, as a matter of fact! One possible explanation that the proposed method is more powerful than the 'AbAw' approach is as follows. The proposed method decomposes the association into the summation of additive and dominance effects. If dominance effect is not significantly larger than 0, then only additive effect is modeled such as the ACE data. The'AbAw' approach, on the other hand, decomposes the association into the summation of between-family (b) and withinfamily (w) components. In Table 4 of Abecasis et al, 3 the 'AbAw' lod is reported to be the within-family effect, which is less powerful than the proposed method. By decomposing the association effect into association between-family and association within-family in the 'AbAw' approach, the information is diluted and so the approach is less powerful. This is, in the opinion of the authors of the current article, is not a criticism for the 'AbAw' approach, since it may be a good method in certain circumstances. It is our hope that the current article may stimulate more interest in exploring the most appropriate method in LD mapping of complex diseases. Population may contain LD information, and pedigree data may contain both linkage and LD information. In mapping complex diseases, it is difficult to get replicate linkage findings using pedigree data. It is interesting to combine the same pedigree data with population data for fine association study. In general, any type of pedigree data can be combined with population data for a unified analysis of linkage and LD mapping of QTL, based on the models developed in the current paper and our previous research. 7, 8 Linkage analysis can localize genetic traits in a broad region, and is less sensitive to population structures. LD mapping, on the other hand, is appropriate for fine high-resolution mapping and sensitive to population admixtures. As the first step, one may perform linkage Linkage disequilibrium mapping of QTL R Fan et al analysis using pedigree data to get prior linkage evidences based on a sparse genetic map. 26, 27 Then, a combined analysis using both population data and pedigree data can take advantage of both linkage and LD mapping for high resolution of genetic traits. That is, it may provide high resolution of LD mapping, and be more likely to avoid the false positives by using the prior linkage evidences based on a dense genetic map. 28 Up to now, most research focus on using biallelic markers in LD mapping of QTL. It would be interesting in building models using multiallelic markers such as macrosatellites or haplotype blocks. One problem in using multiallelic markers in analysis is that the number of parameters can be big, which may lead to high degrees of freedom of test statistics. Hence, selection of significant markers and relevant alleles is an important issue. In addition, genotyping errors can heavily impact the result of a study. These issues deserve more in depth investigations. Linkage disequilibrium mapping of QTL
